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Abstract This note presents an inverse design methodology
of metal nanostructures for localized surface plasmon resonances, based on the topology optimization approach. Using
the proposed method, determination of the metal distribution in nanostructures is implemented for surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopy to maximize the enhancement factor.
The obtained results demonstrate that the outlined approach
can be used to design metal nanostructure with resonant
peak and significant enhancement factor at specified incident wavelength, and to control the shift of the resonant
peak by topologically optimizing the nanostructure.
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1 Introduction
Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) are the
strong interaction between metal nanostructures and visible
light through the resonant excitations of collective oscillations of conduction electrons. In LSPRs, the local electromagnetic fields near the nanostructure can be many orders
of magnitude higher than the incident fields, and the incident light around the resonant-peak wavelength is scattered
strongly. The enhanced electric fields are confined within
only a tiny region of the nanometer length scale near the
surface of the nanostructures and decay significantly thereafter (Su et al. 2003). LSPRs of gold and silver nanoparticles
were employed in stained-glass manufacture in the Middle
Ages. Recently, the LSPR effect of metal nanostructures has
been employed for many applications, including biomolecular manipulation and labeling (Cao et al. 2002), surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) (Moskovits 1985),
chemical and biological sensors (Elghanian et al. 1997),
photovoltaics (Brongersma et al. 2000), near-field lithography and imaging (Ricard et al. 1985), optical trapping
(Novotny et al. 1997; Miao and Lin 2007), nano optic circuits (Aizprurua et al. 2003). LSPR and its enhancement
of the electric field strongly depends on the size and shape
of the metal nanostructure with fixed material properties
and surrounding medium (Kottman et al. 2001; Mock et al.
2003; Mandal and Ramakrishna 2011). In the quest for
enhancement of the electric field, a multitude of papers have
reported parametric studies on various nanoparticle, nanoellipsoid, nanorod, nanotrangles and nanocrescent (Stockman
2004; Vogel and Gramotnev 2008; Lindquist et al. 2010; Lu
et al. 2005). However, consideration of the inverse problem
on finding the optimized spatial distribution of metal
material in air or dielectric to cater to the performance
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requirement (e.g. maximize the surface enhancement of
electric field) is still deficient.
In this paper, the solid isotropic material with penalization like (SIMP-like) topology optimization approach is
utilized to solve the inverse problem and determine the
geometry of the nanostructure for LSPRs. SIMP-like topology optimization approach has been successfully applied
in various fields of research, including elastics (Bendsøe
1989), hydrodynamics (Borrvall and Petersson 2003; Deng
et al. 2011) and electromagnetics (Andkjær and Sigmund
2011). SIMP-like topology optimization approach finds the
optimized structural topology with highly complex nonanalytic partial differential equation described physical field
by interpolating different materials with design variable
(Bendsøe and Sigmund 2003). The design variable, usually varying continuously in [0, 1] with 0 and 1 respectively represents two different materials, is evolved to an
approximated indicator function using the gradient based
optimization algorithm. The optimized solution can then be
analyzed to foster the understanding of underlying physical
principles.

2 Methodology
For electromagnetic waves propagating in the x-y plane, TM
(H field in the z direction) polarized waves can excite the
surface plasmon resonances of metal nanostructures. Periodicity of metal nanostructures plays a crucial role in tuning
the optical response; and single metal nanostructure can be
approximated by the periodic case with low volume ratio
of the metal nanostructure. Therefore, the two dimensional
periodic metal nanostructures are considered for LSPRs in
this paper (Fig. 1). The scattered-field formulation is used
in order to reduce the dispersion error




∇ · r−1 ∇ Hzs + Hzi + k02 μr Hzs + Hzi = 0, in Ω

(1)

where Hz = Hzs + Hzi is the total field, Hzs and Hzi are
the scattered and incident fields, respectively; r and μr
are the relative permittivity and permeability, respectively;
√
k0 = ω 0 μ0 is the free space wave number with ω, 0 and
μ0 representing the angular frequency, free space permittivity and permeability, respectively; n is the unit outward
normal vector at ∂Ω. The periodic boundary condition for
the scattered-field is imposed on the two piecewise pairs of
the computational boundary ∂Ω. The incident field can be
obtained by solving the Helmholtz equation in free space,
and it is set to be the parallel-plane wave in this paper
Hzi = H0 e−j k0 k·x

(2)

Fig. 1 Schematic for the computational domain of the periodic metal
nanostructures for LSPRs, where Ω is the computational domain;
Ωd ⊂ Ω is the design domain; k is the wave vector; periodic boundary condition of the scattered-field is imposed on the boundary pairs
p1 and p2 , respectively

where H0 , √
set to be 1 in this paper, is the amplitude of the
wave; j = −1; k = kx , ky is the normalized directional
wave vector; and x = (x, y) is the spatial position vector.
The SIMP-like topology optimization of metal nanostructures for LSPRs is implemented based on the material
interpolation between the metal and free space or dielectric.
In LSPRs, the used noble metal is usually nonmagnetic, e.g.
Ag and Au. Therefore, the permeability is set to be 1. Then,
only the spatial distribution of relative permittivity is varied iteratively in the evolution process of the design variable
representing the topology of the metal nanostructure. In the
visible light region, the relative permittivity of noble metal
can be described by the Drude model
rm (ω) = r∞ −

ωp2
ω (ω − j γc )

(3)

where rm is the relative permittivity of metal; r∞ is the
high-frequency bulk permittivity; ω is the angular frequency
of the incident wave; ωp is the the bulk plasmon frequency; γc is the collision frequency. The design variable
ρ is introduced as a relative material density to interpolate
between free space or dielectric permittivity rd corresponding to ρ = 0 and metal permittivity rm corresponding
to ρ = 1. For surface plasmons, the electromagnetic
field decays exponentially; hence, the material interpolation
should decays rapidly away from ρ = 1 to mimic the metal
surface. Thus, the material interpolation is implemented in
the hybrid of logarithmic and power law approaches
n

r (ω) = 10

log rm (ω)− 1−ρ
log rm (ω)−log rd (ω)]
1+ρ n [

(4)

where n is the penalty and it is chosen to be 3 based on our
numerical experiments. During the evolution of the design
variable, the density filter and threshold projection are introduced to remove the gray area and enforce a minimum
length scale of the obtained design (Lazarov and Sigmund
2011; Guest et al. 2004; Sigmund 2007).
SERS is one typical application of LSPRs (Moskovits
1985). In the following, the enhancement of SERS is carried out using the topology optimization approach for the
nanostructures of LSPRs. In SERS, the strength of LSPRs
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Fig. 2 (a)–(h) Optimized
topologies of the SERS silver
cells corresponding to different
incident wavelengths in the
visible light region, where the
EF is maximized at the center of
the design domain chosen to be
the same as the square
computational domain; (i)–(p)
distribution of MOEF
corresponding to the
topologically optimized cells in
(a)–(h), respectively; (q) EF
spectra of the topologically
optimized nanostructures at the
specified enhancement position

can be measured by the maximal enhancement factor (EF)
4
defined as supx∈Ω |E|4 , where E is the total electric field and
E0
√
E0 = μ0 /0 is the amplitude of the incident electric wave.
Then the topology optimization objective should be cho
4
4
sen to maximize EF = |E|4 x=x = Ω |E|4 δ (x − x0 ) dΩ,
E0

0

E0

where x0 is the reasonably chosen enhancement position in
Ω; δ (·) is the Dirac function; dist (x, x0 ) is the L2 distance between the point ∀x ∈ Ω and the specified position
x0 . The enhancement position x0 should be chosen at the
surface or coupling position of nanostructures, because the
maximal EF must be at the metal surface or coupling position in LSPRs. In order to ensure the numerical stability

of the optimization procedure, the optimization objective is
equivalently chosen to optimize the magnitude order of the
normalized EF

|E|4
1
δ (x − x0 ) dΩ
(5)
Φ = log
fe0 Ω E04
where EF is normalized by fe0 ; and fe0 is the EF at
x0 , corresponding to the nanostructure with metal material
filled the design domain completely. Then the gradientbased optimization procedure, method of moving asymptotes (Svanberg 1987), is applied to update the design
variable in an iterative approach, where the sensitivity is
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Fig. 3 (a) Unoptimized
nanodisk and the symmetrically
chosen enhancement position
x0 ; (b) topologically optimized
nanodisk corresponding to the
resonant-peak wavelength of the
unoptimized nanodisk; (c)
MOEF distribution of the
optimized nanodisk, where the
EF at the given enhancement
position is 1.86 × 1010 and it is
enhanced up to 3.89 × 103 times
compared to that of the
unoptimized nanodisk; (d)
MOEF spectra of the optimized
and unoptimized nanodisks in
the visible light region

obtained using the continuous adjoint method. For details on
the sensitivity analysis, one can refer to Deng et al. (2015).

3 Results and discussion
Using the topology optimization approach outlined, the cells
of the periodic silver nanostructure for SERS are investigated in free space with relative permittivity equal to 1. The
high-frequency bulk permittivity r∞ = 6, the bulk plasmon
frequency ωp = 1.5×1016 rad/s, and the collision frequency
γc = 7.73 × 1013 rad/s are obtained by fitting the experimental data in the literature (Johnson and Christy 1972; Liu
et al. 2010). The side length of the square computational
domain is set to be 190 nm. The computational domain is
discretized using 200 × 200 quadrangular elements, where

Fig. 4 MOEF spectra of the optimized nanodisks (a)–(d) respectively
corresponding to the incident wavelengths equal to 410, 533, 633 and
733 nm, in which the resonant peak is red shifted by topologically
optimizing the nanodisk at larger incident wavelength

the wave field variable is quadratically interpolated, and the
design variable is linearly interpolated. The design domain
is chosen to be the same as the computational domain (i.e.
Ωd = Ω). The incident TM wave is launched from the
left boundary in the positive direction of the x-axis, and
the maximal enhancement position is chosen to be the center of the square domain Ω. The incident wavelength is
scanned in the visible light region (350 ∼ 770 nm). For
different incident wavelengths, the optimized topologies of
the nanostructures are obtained as shown in Fig. 2a–h, with
corresponding distribution of the magnitude order of EF
(MOEF = log EF) shown in Fig. 2i–p. For short incident
wavelengths, the pit configuration is formed at the metal
surface to increase the charge density and achieve LSPR at
the enhancement position; the pit configuration is evolved
to a tip-slit configuration as the increasement of the incident
wavelength, where two tips near the enhancement position
are presented to increase the charge density, and a slit is
formed between these two tips to enforce the given enhancement position to be the coupling position of the two tips
and achieve LSPR based on the coupling effect. The EF
spectra of the obtained optimized nanostructures shows that
resonant peaks appear at the specified incident wavelengths
(Fig. 2q). This illustrates the wavelength dependence of the
optimized topology; and it can be concluded that the resonant peak can be achieved at a specified incident wavelength
by the outlined topology optimization approach, and red or
blue shift of the resonant peak can be controlled by specifying larger or smaller wavelength for the outlined topology
optimization approach.
Currently, several nanostructures have been utilized to
enhance LSPR, in which nanodisks are widely adopted
in SERS to obtain high EF (Sarid and Challener 2010).
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Fig. 5 (a) Unoptimized dual
nanodisks and the enhancement
position; (b) topologically
optimized dual nanodisks and
the corresponding MOEF
distribution, at the resonant-peak
wavelength of the unoptimized
dual nanodisks; (c) topologically
optimized dual nanodisks with
incident wavelength equal to
733 nm and the corresponding
MOEF distribution; (d) MOEF
spectra of the unoptimized dual
nanodisks and topologically
optimized results in (b) and (c)

To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed inverse
design approach for LSPRs, the nanodisk is topologically
optimized for the silver material in the periodic cell.
Figure 3b shows the topologically optimized nanodisk with
incident wavelength set to be 410 nm, which is the resonantpeak wavelength of the unoptimized nanodisk shown in
Fig. 3a. The distribution of MOEF and comparison of the
MOEF spectra of the optimized and unoptimized nanodisks
are respectively shown in Fig. 3c and d, where the EF is
enhanced up to 3.89 × 103 times. The shift of the resonant peak can be realized by topologically optimizing the
nanodisk at different incident wavelengths. Then three different additional incident wavelengths 533, 633 and 733
nm are respectively specified in the topology optimization
of nanodisk. The nanodisk configuration and corresponding
MOEF spectra are obtained as shown in Fig. 4, where the
resonant peak is red shifted by evolving the topology and
shape of the nanodisk with sequentially increased incident
wavelength.
The coupling effect of dual nanostructures is one basic
mechanism for the enhancement of LSPRs. Typical dual
nanostructures include the dual nanodisks etc. (Sarid and
Challener 2010). The topology optimization approach can
be utilized to enhance the coupling effect of dual nanostructures, furthermore. Figure 5b shows the optimized topological configuration of the dual nanodisks and the corresponding distribution of MOEF, at the resonant-peak wavelength
of the unoptimized dual nanodisks (Fig. 5a), where the
coupling effect between nanodisks is strengthened by the
topology optimization approach and EF is enhanced 3.73
times. The resonant peak achieved by the coupling effect
of the dual nanostructures can also be shifted by specifying different incident wavelengths. The incident wavelength

733 nm is utilized and the topologically optimized dual
nanodisks along with the corresponding MOEF distribution
are obtained as shown in Fig. 5c. From the MOEF spectra shown in Fig. 5d, one can confirm that the resonant
peak is red shifted by topologically optimizing of the dual
nanodisks with larger incident wavelength.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the inverse design method based on topology
optimization approach has been outlined for the determination of the metal material distribution in the nanostructure
for LSPRs. Based on the proposed method, the topologically optimized nanostructure can be obtained with resonant
peak at the specified incident wavelength. Red or blue shift
of the resonant peak can be controlled by specifying larger
or smaller wavelength for the outlined topology optimization approach. Therefore, the outlined approach can be used
to design nanostructure with resonant peak and enhanced
enhancement factor at specified incident wavelength and
control the shift of the resonant peak by topologically optimizing the nanostructure. This inverse design method of
nanostructures for LSPRs can be further extended to other
plasmonic nanostructures, e.g. optical antenna and optical
trapping.
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